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A HISTORY OF SIMEON SOLOMONS FROM THE CRADLE TO THE GRAVE
Mr. Simeon Solomons was born in 1840 in Bishopsgate. Jewish. It was an easy life. The family had
grown rich selling straw hats, ostrich feathers and embossed paper doilies. His sisters were called
Betsy, Ellen and Rebecca. His brothers were called Abraham, Aaron, Isaac and Sylvester. He was a
painter; he painted naked young men, young men dressed as priests, young men with wings. His
reputation grew. He was exhibited at the Royal Academy at the age of eighteen. He was seen at all
the best parties. He must have been a charming man; he knew Swinburne, Pater, Hopkins, BurneJones, Oscar Browning, Oscar Wilde, Rosetti, Hunt, de Morgan, Burges, Morris, Leighton. He
danced naked in a studio on Cheyne Walk; in Swinburne's house he appeared as a Greek youth with
a laurel wreath and flowing drapery.
HE WAS VERY JEWISH BUT NOT OF AN ATTRACTIVE TYPE

Oscar Browning 1881
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HE TWISTED IDEAS
Sir William Blake Richmond 1929
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POOR LITTLE DEVIL, WHAT WILL BECOME OF HIM? Rosetti i87i

At ten past seven on the evening of February 11 1873 Simeon Solomons was fucking a sixty-year-old
stableman named George Roberts in a public toilet off Oxford Street. George Roberts could read but
not write. They were arrested. Solomons got off with a fine of one hundred pounds, but Roberts got
eighteen months' hard labour. Maybe it killed him.
A PREYTO FORCES WHICH HE WAS POWERLESS TO BATTLE, ALL TOO VULNERABLE
TO FERVID INTOXICATION AND COVERT CORRUPTION simon Reynolds 1935
Simeon didn't die. He didn't even leave town. He lived off his friends and dedicated his fallen life to
the pleasures of alcohol and rough trade. He sold matches on the Mile End Road. He worked as a
pavement artist on the Brompton Road. Lord Burne-Jones invited him to tea, but Simeon got blind
drunk and tried to steal the silver. He could never afford to paint in oils again, but he continued to
produce pictures for the rest of his life, drawing in coloured chalks. His drawings got worse: stranger
and braver and more bitter and more beautiful. He lived in the workhouse at High Holborn. When
they interviewed him, he said, I like it here, it's so central.
MY BEHAVIOUR HAS BEEN PERFECTLY DISGRACEFUL

Solomons 1870

He had the nerve to live on into our, twentieth century. On May 25 1905 he had his first heart attack.
On August 14 he fell over and died.
SOME CARRIED AN AIR OF SCORN UPON THEM, AND OTHERS OF DECEIT: SOME
FEIGNED MOURNING, AND OTHERS WERE NOT MOVED BY WHAT THEY SAW Solomons isvi

THIS IS ONLY THE FIRST STAGE. Although intended to be a pleasure in its own right, this solo
performance/installation is only the first stage of an extended work in progress. A VISION OF LOVE
REVEALED IN SLEEP will also be the inspiration and title of a devised theatre piece for five
performers — an expansion and development of the present work — for national and international
touring in 1987/8, design by Robin Whitmore, scenario and direction by Neil Bartlett. We also intend
to produce an affordable illustrated edition of Solomons' original text.
If you are interested in discussing or contributing to the future of the work then please contact us
on 01-987 8413.
A VISION OF LOVE REVEALED IN SLEEP is the third in a series of gay theatre pieces created in

collaboration by Robin Whitmore and Neil Bartlett, each exploring and reinterpreting the history and
cultural traditions of
gay London. Our work
begins with the debris
of gay history, its fragments. It is both a celebration of unloved and unrecorded images (in this
case the scandalous life
and work of a forgotten
Victorian painter) and an
attempt to relate them
to our vision of contemporary London. We are
trying to rescue what is
lost, to understand what
we have in our hands
now, to imagine what
does not yet exist.

A VISION OF LOVE REVEALED IN SLEEP continues the work of two earlier pieces:
DRESSING UP 1983 a devised spectacle for six gay performers created for SEPTEMBER IN THE
PINK, the GLC-funded Lesbian and Gay Arts Festival. "In the darkness of the theatre, in the
bedroom, in the nightclub, the men are dressing up . . . changing their clothes, changing
themselves. From Restoration queens to the brand new drag of a London disco - a whole wardrobe
of images." Text from Otway to Edmund White.
PORNOGRAPHY 1984/5 ICA/British tour/Canada. "Strip joints, drag shows, public toilets. Now
that the dreams we had as boys have turned into the nightmare of pornography, it's time to take
those dreams apart, put them together again. So tell me, what are you into?" Filth, confessions, high
heels, controversy.
We also created THE MAGIC FLUTE ICA Christmas 1985 and MAHAGONNY Oxford/London 1986.
Neil Bartlett was a founder member of the 1982 THEATRE COMPANY; directed MORE BIGGER
SNACKS NOW for THEATRE DE COMPLICITE (Perrier Award 1985, Time Out Award 1986); promoted
the British tour of THIS IS FOR YOU ANNA 1985; was a guest artiste at NATIONAL REVIEW OF LIVE
ART 1986; directed Annie Griffin in BLACKBEARD THE PIRATE; directed MAN ACT TWO:
MIRACLES. Robin Whitmore exhibited BRIXTON ART GALLERY 1983, 1984, THE FRIDGE 1984;
designed decor for LIMELIGHT disco 1986; RAINMAKER Children's Theatre Group 1986.
A VISION OF LOVE REVEALED IN SLEEP is a joint commission, funded by BATTERSEA ARTS
CENTRE and THE MIDLAND GROUP. It is the sixth project by Neil Bartlett to be supported and
sponsored by Nikki Millican.
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As a heterosexual, ratepaying Manchester male I
think that the financial support afforded to such a
venture by the City Council,
is in thoroughly Dad taste
and against the wishes of
the majority of ratepayers,
who thank goodness are
normal,
responsible
people.
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